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Abstract: Fuzzy systems have been successfully used in the arca of controllers ior a 
long time. The fiist appearance of these controllers was in 197 4 by Mamdani 
and Assilian [18]. The main problem intheusage of Mamdoni-type iriference 
system and other fuzzy logic based controllers is how to gain the fuzzy rule 
base (FRB) what the inference system based on. 
Nawa, Hashiyama, Fumhashi and Uchikawa proposed a novel type of 
Genetic Algorithm cailed Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) for 
fuzzy rule base (FRB) extraction from input-output data (1995, 1997) [21]. 
Furthermore, Nawa and Furuhashi improved the PBGA caneerning the 
relationship among the individuals (the rules) and proposed a new method for 
automatic FRB identification named Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm 

(BEA) (1999) [22]. 
Botzheim, Cabrita, Kóczy and Ruano have applied another technique to gain 
FRBs, they have used a local search method, the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm (LM) [31 [2]. 
The most significant improvement in the speed of convergence and the 
quality of the model achieved by the FRB identification process was the idea 
of comhining the global and local search methods. Botzheim, Cabrita, Kóczy 
and Ruano proposed a novel method called Bacterial Memetíc Algorithm 
(BMA, 2005) [1], [4]. 
Although Bacterial Memetic Algorithm provicles a very good speed of 
convergence towards the optimal rule base there are likely some po ints of the 
algorithm where the performanec could be increased. Gál, Botzheim, Kóczy 
and Ruano proposed new elements (Swap, Merge) for knot order vialation 
handfing in Levenberg-Marquardt method used in BMA (Improved Bacterial 
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Memetic Algorithm, IBMA, 2008) [6]. Another improvement of the BMA is 
the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the modified operation execution order 
(BMAM, Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [7]. This new approach proposed 
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method more efficiently. Comhining the 
improvements in IBMA and BMAM is beneficial (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 
2008) [8]. This advanced version of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm used 
fór FRB extraction named Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm. 
This paper summarízes the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for 
FRB identification. 

Keywords: fuzzy systems, Mamriani-type m;erence system, Bacterial lVIemetic 
Algorithm (BMA), Levenberg-Marquardt method (LM), Modified BMA 
(MBMA) 

1. Introduction 

evolutionary} algorithms have been first developed and applíed for 
ru/e bases automatí.cally. 

In the course of the function of fuzzy controllers the input data is processed by the 
inference system supported by the so calledfuzzy rule base. rule base consists 
of one or more fuzzy rules. One of such a rule holds the expected output for a certain 
input or inputs (in multidimensional case). Cmmnonly, in case ofjitzzy systems the 
and output data are not crisp values but fuzzy val u es detennined by a kind 
membership function. These membership junctions can be fairly various; however, in 
the practice the most commonly used ones are the and the trapezoidal 
shaped fuzzy membership Junctions. 

Commonly, in case of describing shaped membership fúnctions it is 
to specify two parameters ( isosceles triangle): the positi on of the and the length 
of the base (b) of the triangle (Fig. l). 

x 

b 

Figure J. Triangular shaped fuzzy membership function 

Trapezoidal shaped fuzzy membership Junctions offer more potential than the triangular 
shaped ones. These are widely used and are general enough from a mathematical point 
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of view. Commonly, in case of describing trapezoidal shaped fuzzy membership 

Junctions four pararneters are specified. These are the positions of the tour breakpoints 

(a, b, c, d) of the trapezoid (Fíg. 2). 

ln the case ofusing trapezoidal shapedfitzzy rnernbership functions the four break-points 

that define the shape of each h·apezoid must satisfy the following constraint: 

(l) 

a b c d x 

Figure 2. Trapezoidal shapedfuzzy membershipfunction 

ln case of Mamdaní-type inference system.\· working wíth trapezoidal shaped fuzzy 

membership junctions, one rule consists of N1nputs antecedents and one consequent 

(where Nrnputs is the diroension of the input). Accordingly, since these are all trapezoids 

with four breakpoints, one rule can be defined by (N1nputs+l) ·4 parameters. As thefuzzy 

rule base contains NFuzzy_rules rules (NFuzzy_ruies is the number of fuzzy rules of the rule 

base), the rule base can be defined by NFwzy_mles · (Nrnputs +l)· 4 pararneters. Ifa rule 
base is built up of 5 rules and the number of input variables is 6, then the full number of 

the parameters needed to define the rule baseis 140. 

The task is to find the rule base which one fits for the t'unctioning of a given 

system best. In the case above it means determining and tuning of 140 parameters. 

One of the serious problems of fuzzy rule base modeling is how to find the optimal or 

quasi-optimal rule base for a certain system when no human expert is available to gain 

the rules. In this case we need a method for identif)ring the fuzzy mle base 

automaticali y. 

One can find several approaches in the literature for fuzzy model identification ( e.g. 

[23]). Some ofthem deterrninc the rules and the corresponding linguistic terms based on 

fuzzy clustering (e.g. the method proposed in [14] or ACP in [10]). Another group of 

methods (e.g. RBE-DSS and RBE-SI [ll]) start with two initial rules that describe the 

maximum and minimum of the output and extend the rule base iteratively in course of 

the tuning. Most of the methods mentioned above are also ab le to ídentify fuzzy models 

with low complexity by generating sparse rule bases. These systems use fuzzy rule 

interpo/ation (FRI) based reasoning (e.g. [15], [16], and [12]). An application oriented 

aspect of the FRI emerges in ''FIVE" (Fuzzy Interpolation based on Vague 

Environment, originally introduccd in [ 16], [ 17]), where for the sake of reasoning speed 

and direct real-time applicability the fuzziness of fuzzy partitions replaced by the 

concept of Vague Environment and hence the fuzzy interpolation to crisp one. Recently 
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a freely available comprehensive FRI toolbox [13] and an FRI oriented web site 
(fri.gamf hu) were appeared for aiding and guiding the future FRI applications. 

V arious evolutionary approachcs have been proposed for fuzzy rule base extraction 
from input-output data such as the Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) [21], 
the Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) [22], the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm 
(BMA) [1], the lmproved Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (IBMA) [6], the BMA with the 
Modified Operator Execution Order (BMAM) [7] and the Modified Bacterial Memetic 
Algorithm (MBMA) [8]. All thesehave turned out to be helpfui with the construction of 
such fuzzy rule base models; however, their respective optimalíty has been different in 
each case. This paper summarízes the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for 
fuzzy rule base identification. 

2. Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) 

The origirral genetic algorithm (GA) was developed by Holland [9) and was based on 
the process of evolution ofbiological organisms. These processes can be easily applied 
in optimization problems where one individual corresponds to one solution of the 
problem. 

Nawa, Hashiyama, Furuhashi and Uchikawa proposed a novei type of Genetic 
Algorithm called Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) for fuzzy rule base 
extraction (1995, 1997) [21]. The Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm is a special kind 
of Genetic Algorithm [9]. Its core contains a new genetic operation called bacterial 
mutation, which is inspired by the biolagical bacterial cell model, so this method 
mimics the microbial evolution phenomenon. Its basic idea is to improve the parts of 
chromosomes contairred in each bacterium. 

Bacteria can transfer genes to other bacteria. This mechanism is used in the bacterial 
mutation. For the bacterial algorithm, the first step is to determine how the problem can 
be encoded in a bacterium (chromosome). Our taskis to find the optimalfuzzy rule base 
for a pattern set. Thus, the parameters of the fuzzy rules must be encoded in the 
bacterium. The parameters of the rules are the breakpoints of the trapezoids, thus, a 
bacterium will contain these breakpoints. For example, the encoding method of a fuzzy 
system with two inputsandone output can be seen in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Encoding of the fuzzy rules 
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The next step is to optimize the parameters. Therefore a procedure is working on 

changing the parameters, testing the model obtained by this way and selecting the best 

models. In the course of testing the input-output data used for training are compared to 

the input and the output of the model (SSE, MSE, BIC). The smaller error, the better 

performanec of the model. 

The flowchart of the Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm can be seen in Fi g. 4, and i ts 

main steps are described below: 

"' Create the initial population: N 1nd individuals are randonily created and 

evaluated. (Nrnd is the number of individuals in the population.) Each 

indívidual contains NFuzzy_ruies fuzzy rules encoded in the chromosome 

(NFuzzyrules is the number of fuzzy mles of the desired model). 

• Apply the bacterial mutation to each individnal 

o Each individual is selceted one by one. 

o copies of the selceted individnal are created ("clones"). 

o Choose the same 
(exccpt one 
cycle), 

or parts randomly from the clones and mutate it 
clone that remains unchanged during this mutation 

o Select the best clone and transfer its mutated part or parts to the other 

clones. 

o the choosing-mutation-selection-transfer cycle until all the 

are mutated and tested exactly once. 

o The best individual is remaining in the population, all other clones are 

deleted. 

o This process is rPr\F'C>tPrl until an the individuals have gone through 

the bacterial mutation. 

,. Apply conventional genetic operations (selection, reproduction and crossover), 

• Repeat the procedure above from the bacterial mutation step until a certain 

termination criterion is satistied ( e.g. maximum number of generations ). 

The algorítl:1m works efliciently in enviromnents where there are weak relationships 

between the parameters encoded in the chromosome. Fuzzy rule bases have this 

property, so PBGA has been successfully applied for obtaining quasi-optimal mles of 

fuzzy systems based on input-output training sets. PBGA perforrns weH, converges fast 

towards the optimal ruie base and simple to implement 
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Initial PopuJation Creation 

gen:= gen+ l 

Figure 4. Flowchart of the PBGA 

3. Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) 

Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) is based on the PBGA supported by a new 
genetic operation called gene transfer operation [22]. This new operation establishes 
relationships among the individuals of the population. It can also be used for decreasing 
or increasing the number of the rules in a fuzzy rule base. 

The main steps of the gene transfer operation are: 

486 

• Sort the population aceording to the fitness values and divide it in two 
halves. The half that contains the better individuals is called superíor half 
while the other halfis the inferíor half 

• Choose one individual (the "source chromosome") from the superior halj 
and another one (the "destination chromosome") from the inferior halj. 

• Transfer a part from the source chromosome to the destination chromosome 
(select the part randoroly or by a predefmed criteríon). 

• Repeat the steps above N1nr times (N1nr is the number of "infections" to occur 
in one generation.) 
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The gene transfer operalion can be used in place of selection, reproduction, crossover 

in the algorithm described in Fig. 4. The flowchart of the Bacterial Evolutionary 

Algorithrn can be seen in Fig. 5. 

Show the best 
j bacterium 

Figure 5. Flowchart of the BEA 

4. Bacterial Mt.\metic Algorithm (BMA) 

Memetic Algorithms combine evolutionary and local search methods (P. Moscato, 

1989) [20]. The evolutionary part is able to find the global optimum region, but is not 

suitable to find the local minimum in practice. The gradient based part is able to reach 

the local optimum, but is very sensitive to the initlal position in the search space and is 

unable to avoid the local optimum. Comhining global and local search is expected to be 

beneficial. 

Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (BMA) is a very recent approach. It combirres the 

Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm and the Levenberg-Marquardt method. It can be used 

for fuzzy rule base identification because the derivatives for the Jacobiarr matrix can be 

computed for the general trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions (wi th COG 

defuzzification) [l], [2], [5]. It provides significant improvements both in tenns of the 

speed of convergence and in the quality of the model achieved in FRB identification. 
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4.1. Levenberg-Marquardt method (l,M) 

The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [19] is a gradient based iterative procedure. It 
is used for least squares curve fitting for a given set of ernpirical data (I;, tJ Its main 
equation is 

(2) 

where 12 is the parameter vector to be optímized, Í is the target vector, y is the output 
vector produced by the model, J is the J acobian of y at Q, and ~ is the update vector to 12. 
The dumping parameter 'A controls the dircetion and the size of the step that will be 
take n. 

The equation above can be recast as 

(3) 

The operator + denatcs the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. 

After solving the above in the kth iteration the update vector ~ is applied to 
optimize the parameter vector l2 in the follawing way: 

p[k] = p[k-l]+§:[k] (4) 

In case of FRB lHLu"''"""'u the parameter vector contains the parameters of one FRB 
one chromosome ). 

The LM method can be used for fuzzy rulc extraction directly [2], but Nnnhi!ni''" it with 
the BEA elefinitel y better results. 

4.2. The Bacterial Memetic Algorithm 

The algoríthm is based on the operations of the PGBA ( bacterial mutation ), BEA (gene 
transfer) and the Levenberg-Marquardt method. It is much more successfi.ll in FRB 
identification than its predecessors. 

The flowchart of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm can be seen in Fig. 6, and its main 
steps are described below: 
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<10 Create the initial population. 

• Apply the bacterial mutation to each individual. 

• A pp ly the Levenberg-Marquardt method to each individnal ( e.g. l O iterations 
per individnal per generation). 

• A pp ly the gene transfer opera ti on N Inf tim es per generation. 

• Repeat the procedure above from the bacterial mutation step until a certain 
termination criterion is satisfied. 
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lnitial PopuJation 
Creation 

.....-----·~-~-_j 
Bacterial mutation for eae h J 

Show the best 
bacterium 

Figure 6. Flowchart of the BMA 
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ln the BMA the LM procedure has to be modified. In case of trapezoidal shaped fuzzy 
membership function the parameter vector contains the fo ur breakpoints (a, b, c, d or 
K" K3, K4) for each trapezoid. Applying the update vector calculated by the LM 
method some breakpoints of the trapezoids may be swapped. It happens not too often 
but it may cause serious problem as abuorrnal trapezoids may be obí.ained (Fig. 7). In 
case the order of the breakpoints of a trapezoid does not satisfy the K 1 :; K2 :; K3 :; K4 

constsaint, then the membership function defíned by the four breakpoints cannot be 
interpreted as a fuzzy membershíp iunction. 

In the BMA in case of knot order vialation (KOV) an update vector reductio n factor is 
applied (g) [3]. This factor is a number between O and 1, it limits the magnitude of the 
update computed by LM for that pair of points which causes the damage of the knot 
order. It can be calculated as follows: 

K [k-ll-K[k-1] H-1 ..J l g=---------
2(s;[k]-si+l[k]) (5) 

w here K;[k-1] is the {h breakpoint of the trapezoid before the k!" iteration (at the 
heginning of the current LM iteration), and si[k] is the cunent LM update for the i'h 
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breakpoint After calculating factor g the actjusted position of the breakpoints can be 

coroputed as (K'): 

K'; [k] := K;[k -l]+ g· si[k], 

K'í+l [k] := K;+1[k -l]+ g· s;+1[k]. 

5. Improved Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (IBMA) 

(6) 

Although Bacterial Memetic Algorithm provicles a very good speed of convergence 

towards the optimal mle base there are likely some points of the algorithm where the 

performance could be increased. One of these points concerns the knot order vialation 

hand/ing. 

The original BMA handles this problem by computing and applying the update vector 

reduction factor. The drawback of the above method is that in case of knot order's 

damage the full power of the LM method cannot be utilized because it limits the 

mag1ütude of the update ( approx. to the half of the allowed value ), and this method 

should be integrated into the LM procedure much deeper. 

Gál, Botzheim, Kóczy and Ruano proposed new elements (Swap, Merge) for KOV 

hanclling in LM used in BMA (2008) [6]. The algorithm containing a new KOV 

hanclling technique (Swap) rather than the update vector reduction factor is simpier and 

a slightly more powerful than the BMA. It is called Improved Bacterial Memetic 

Algorithm (IBMA). 

5.1. Improvements in knot order violation handling 

The two altemate methods for KOV hanclling are: 

a. Merge of the violating knots into a single knot. (Merge) 

b. Swap of the knots thatarein the wrong order. (Swap) 

W e found that both of these methods perform slightly better than the original one used 

in the BMA (especially the method swap), besides they are easier to implement and to 

integrate in the BMA. 

The main point of the KOV hanclling method swap is in the case of the knot order 

violation the rate of the shift ofboth ofthe two breakpoints that have been coroputed by 

the LM method has to be applied as much as it can be done; however without the 

forrnation of trapezoids wi th vertical edges, and in such a manner that the algorithm can 

be applied after the update part of the LM algorithm. Corresponding to these, the 

method is to swap the two violating knots, so the forrnation of abuorrnal trapezoids or 

trapezoids with vertical edges can always be avoided (Fig. 7). 
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Figure. 7. KOVH method Swap 

6 . .BMA with the modified operator execution order (.BMAM) 
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A110ther improvemem of the BMA is the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the 

modified operation execution order (BMAM) (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [7]. 

This new approach exploits the Levenberg-Marquardt method more efficiently. 

The BMA integratcs its two components, the BEA and the LM method in the follm'Ving 

way: 

l. Bacterial Mutation operation for each individual, 

2. Levenberg-Marquardt method for each individual, 

3. Gene Transfer operation for a partial population. 

This way the LM method is nested into the BEA, so that local search is done for every 

global search cyde. 

Instead of applying the LM cycle after the bacterial mutation as a separate step, the 

modified algorithm executes several LM eyeles during the bacterial mutaüon after each 

mutational step. 

The bacterial mutation operation changes one or more breakpoints of the trapezoidal 

shaped fuzzy membership functions of a fuzzy rule base randomly, and then it tests 

whether the rule base obtained by this way perform-; better than the previous rule base 

or the rule bases that have been changed concurrently this way in the other so called 
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clones. The mutation test cycle is repeated unti! ali the parameters of the mle base have 
gone through the bacterial mutation. 

In the mutational cycle it is possible to gain a mle base that has an instantaneous fitness 
value that is worse than the one in the previous or the concurrent mle bases. However, it 
is potentially better than those, because it is located in such a region of the search space 
which has a better local optimum than the other mle bases do. Corresponding to this, if 
some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations are executed after each bacterial mutational step, 
the test step is able to choose some potentially valued clones that could be lost 
otherwise. 

In the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm with the modified operation execution order 
(BMAM), after each mutational step of every single bacterial rmJtation iteration several 
LM iterations are done. Several tests have shown it is enough to mn just 3 to 5 of LM 
iterations per mutation to improve the performanec of the who le algorithm. The usual 
test phase of the bacterial mutation operation follows after the LM iterations, and then, 
after the complete bacterial rnutation follaws the LM method that is used in the original 
BMA, where more, e.g. l O iterational steps, are done wi th all the individuals of the 
population towards reaching of the local optimum. After all this the gene transfer 
operation is done. 

The flowchart of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm can be seen in Fig. 8. In the BMAM 
method the order of the steps is as follows: 
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l. A pp ly the modified bacterial mutation operation for each individual: 

• Each ind'vidual is se leeted one by one. 

• Nc1ones copies of the selected individual are created ("clones"). 

e Choose the same part or parts randomly from the clones and rnutate it 
( except one single clone that remains unchanged during this mutation 
cycle ). 

• Run some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations (3 - 5). 

• Select the best clone and transfer its all parts to the other clones. 

• Repeat the part choosing-mutation-LM-selection-transfer cycle until 
ali the parts are mutated, improved and tested. 

• The best individnal is remaining in the population, aU other clones are 
deleted. 

• This process is repeated until all the individuals have gone through 
the modified bacterial mutation. 

2. Levenberg-Marquardt method for each individual, 

3. Gene transfer operalion for a partial population. 
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gen:= gen+ l 

Figure 8. Flowchart of the BMAM 

7. Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (MBMA) 

Although IBMA and BMAM perform better than the original BMA they behave in 
different rnanner in different circumstances. IBMA perforrned better in case of more 
complex fuzzy rule l::iase while BMAM perforrned better in case of less complex fuzzy 
rule base. 

Our recent work has pointed out that comhining the improvements in IBMA and 
BMAM is beneficial (Gál, Botzheim and Kóczy, 2008) [8]. We presented a novel, 
írnproved version of the Bacterial Memetic Algorithm used for fuzzy rule base 
extraction named Modified Bacterial Memetic Algorithm. We modified the original 
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BMA in two parts. The first one is the knot order violation hand/ing concerning the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method incorporated into the BMA, while the second one is the 
operator execution order. 

The detailed steps of the MBMA are described below (Fig. 9): 
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l. Create the initial population: N1nd individuals are randomly created and 
evaluated. (N1nd is the number of individuals in the population.) Each 
individual contains NFuzzy_ruies fuzzy rules encoded in the chromosome 
(NFuzzy_ruies is the number of fuzzy rules of the desired model). 

2. Apply the Modified Bacterial Mutation operation for each individual: 

• Each individual is selected one by one. 

• Nc1ones copies of the selected individual are created ("clones"). 

• Choose the same part or parts randomly from the clones and mutate it 
( except one single clone that rernains unchanged during this mutation 
cycle). 

• Run some Levenberg-Marquardt iterations (3-5) 

o Use method Swap for handUng the knot order violations 
after each LM update. 

• Select the best clone and transfer its a ll parts to the other clon es. 

• Repeat the part choosing-mutation-LM-selection-transfer cycle until 
all the parts are mutated, improved and tested. 

• The best individual is remaining in the population, all other clones are 
deleted. 

• This process is repeated until all the individuals have gone through 
the modified bacterial mutation. 

3. Apply the Levenberg-Marquardt method to each individual (e.g. 10 iterations 
per individual per generation). 

• Use method Swap for hand/ing the knot order violations after each 
LM update. 

4. Apply the gene transfer operalion N~nrtimes per generation: 

• Sort the poputation aceording to the fitness values and divide it in two 
halves. The half that contains the better individuals is called superlor half 
while the other halfis the inferlor half. 

• Choose one individual (the "source chromosome") from the superlor half 
and another one (the "destination chromosome") from the inferior half. 

• Transfer a part from the source chromosome to the destination 
chromosome (select the part randomly or by a predefmed criterlon). 

• Repeat the steps above N1nr times (N lnf is the number of "infections" in one 
generation.) 
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5. Repeat the proccdurc above from the modified bacterial mutation step until a 
certain termination criterion is satistied ( e.g. maximum number of 
generations ). 

8. Co:nclusions 

In this paper we summarized the bacterial type evolutionary algorithms used for fuzzy 
rule base identification. 

The Pseudo-Bacterial Genetic Algorithm (PBGA) offers a very simple but powerful 
way to extract quasi-optimal fuzzy rule bases from input-output data. 

The Bacterial Evolutionmy Algorithm (BEA) is based on PBGA and its new operator 
establishes relationshíps among the individuals and is able to change the number of the 
rules in the FRB. 

The Bacterial Memetic Algorithm (BMA) combines the evolutionary approach and a 
local search method. It is much more successful in FRB identification than its 
predecessors. 

lnitial Popalation 
Creation 

+ C gen:=l 

Modijied bacterial 
mutation for eae h 

bacterium with m. Swap 

l IL Gene transfer in the l 
,

1 

popuJatiOn 

'-·----~~ 
Show the best 

bacterium 

Figure 9. Flowchart of the MBMA 
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The lmproved BMA (IBMA) has an altemate knot order violalion hand/ing technique 
and provicles írnproved performanec rather in the case ofmore camplexfuzzy rule base. 

The BMA with the modified operator execution order (BtviAM) exploits the Levenberg-
Marquardt method (LM) more efficiently and provides írnproved performanec rather in 
the case ofless complexjúzzy rule base. 

Wi th comhining the improvements of IBMA and BMAM the bene fi ts of both methods 
can be utilized, because the first method increases the speed of convergence rather for 
higher complexity fuzzy rule bases, while the second one does the same for rule bases 
with lower complexity. 

Previous work has confirmed that the latest version of the BMA can improve the 
perfommnce of the BMA notably (up to 55 percent) in the simulated cases. While in 
case of very simple problem the improvement is minimal, that it is getting higher as the 
complexi ty of the fuzzy ru! e base increases. 
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